How to …

… order article copies out of journals … find bibliographic information about your article

… order books
How to order...
article copies out of journals

Please log in and go to: Search & Order > Journals.
Your account has to be unlocked.
How to order...
article copies out of journals

Search for journal title, keywords, ISSN number or PubMed-ID using the simple search.

Tip: Less is more! Do not put in too much information, use only one of the slots and check your spelling. If the journal title has got a hyphen, try with and without hyphen. If you get too many hits, put in more information and try again.

Please note: You cannot search for the title of the article, only for the title of the journal. You can put in the title of the article later during the process of ordering. Helpful tools finding article data you can find here.
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article copies out of journals

Choose one of the hits.

The small symbols indicate the online (PC screen-icon) or print (book-icon) version of the journal.

- e-journals
- print journal
- open access journal
- LC journal with direct publisher licence
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article copies out of journals

Check for wanted year of publication.

You can also switch to print resp. online version of the journal here: orange button. In some cases delivery conditions might differ between online or print version of the journal.
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article copies out of journals

Select a library that has the year of publication in stock by choosing > Request journal copy.
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article copies out of journals

Insert article information and choose way of delivery.

The urgent service is not available for publically funded libraries.

Please note: The whole example is with a German student account, so prices might differ.
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article copies out of journals

If you want to search for journal titles or do not have full bibliographic information about an article, these are helpful tools:

Conventional search engines like google, Bing…:

• To find the full article or journal titles, especially if you know abbreviations, parts of titles or short titles only.

• To find the ISSN number of an e-journal or print journal adding terms like "print ISSN" or "online ISSN"

You can put the information found there into the search slots on the subito website.
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article copies out of journals

If you do not have full bibliographic information about the article or you need to do a first research on a topic, these are helpful tools, too:

**WorldCat**: [https://www.worldcat.org/](https://www.worldcat.org/)
- To find the journal, year of publication, page numbers etc. of your journal article

There are many more possibilities to find article information. You can use German library catalogues, for example:

**KVK**: [https://kvk.bibliothek.kit.edu](https://kvk.bibliothek.kit.edu)

**Livivo**: [https://www.livivo.de/](https://www.livivo.de/) (medicine related articles)

**GBV**: [https://gso.gbv.de/](https://gso.gbv.de/)

**BVB**: [http://www.gateway-bayern.de/](http://www.gateway-bayern.de/)
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Ordering with the PubMed-ID:

- If you order medicine associated articles you can also order with the PubMed-ID. This gives you the advantage that you do not have to insert the article data yourself.

You can do a content-related research on the PubMed website. The PubMed-ID (PMID) will be shown with the article information.

PubMed website:
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If you put in the PubMed-ID in the provided slot the article data is inserted automatically.
How to order...

books

Please log in and go to Search & Order > Books.

Your account has to be unlocked.

Select the catalogues of your choice and put in keyword, author, ISBN number etc. If you do not have full bibliographic information about the book you can use the same tools described earlier for journals.

Tip: Less is more! Do not put in too much information, use only one of the slots and check your spelling. If your book title has got a hyphen, try with and without hyphen. If you get too many hits, put in more information and try again.
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books

Select a catalogue of your choice.
How to order...

books

Select the book by clicking on the book title.
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books

Choose > Request loan or > Request book copy.

**Please note:** Copies out of books are only available for users located in Germany, Austria, Switzerland or Liechtenstein. You can order a maximum of 10% of a book or one article out of a collection as copy only.

The proof of availability does not show if the library lended the book to another user. If you want to make sure that the book is available please contact the library before ordering.

Not available for international users
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books

Choose > Order book loan now.

The supplier library will send the book to your address directly.

Please note: The whole example is with a German student account, so prices might differ.
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books

After the loan period, please, send back the book to the supplier library directly. The address and expiry date of the loan period are shown on the delivery note.

If you lose the delivery note you can find the address in your tracking by clicking on the name of the supplier library. Additionally, you can find the contact details here:

Information > Suppliers.
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If you need help finding any books or articles please contact us.

Monday to Friday 9 – 17 (CET)
Email: info@subito-doc.de
Hotline: 0049 (0)30 417 497 10
Fax: 0049 (0)30 417 497 20

Management
Dr. des. Mark Homann
Phone: 0049 (0)30 417 497 11
Email: homann@subito-doc.de

Customer Service
Stefanie Pohl
Phone: 0049 (0)30 417 497 21
Email: pohl@subito-doc.de
Claudia Langer
Phone: 0049 (0)30 417 497 18
Email: langer@subito-doc.de

IT
Jörg Schwie mann
Phone: 0049 (0)30 417 497 14
Email: schwie mann@subito-doc.de
Hans Mahr
Phone: 0049 (0)30 417 497 12
Email: mahr@subito-doc.de
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